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a contradiction of terms?
David Bortz

Summary
The siting of the nuclear energy plant
at Koeberg near Cape Town, is iII-
conceiued The author discusses the
reasorls offereQ the history of
radintion and some of the implications
for the people in that area. He then
concerTLS himself with the GPs; their
totnl lack of lznowledge, training or
facilities to deal with the dangers of
radintion or any major accident

In the 1980's nuclear energy is a reality with the siting
o( Koeberg next to 1 000 000 people when the whole of
the north-west coast, with abundant cold water supply,
would have been adequate. The reasons given for this
siting were:-

1. The cost: however. we now know that the cost of
evacuation and,/or casualties will cost much more than
the original cost of the site.
2. In 7973 it was thought that 16 krn was a safe
distance but this is now known to be false.

3. It is more convenient for the Contractors to work in a
place like Cape Town (Id beC).

4. Escom felt why should other cities take the risk of
being close to a nuclear power station - why indeed!

The question is not whether a nuclear station is wanted
by Cape Town - not having been consulted, it is now a
"fait accompli." The question of whether or not a
tragedy will occur at the plant during working time is
unanswerable - no one can guarantee that it will not
Certainly not the Medical Officer of Health, who has in
fact moved to Gordons Bav for the sake of his children,
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The qu,estinn is not wh.eth,er
Cape Town wanted a nunl,ear
statinn - they wete rwt
eonsulted!

The workers who licked paint brushes which had been
used for painting luminous dials on watches, developed
malignancy of bone 8. It is well known that uranium
miners have a high incidence of carcinoma of the lung s.

From Hiroshima (Nagasaki) experience one knows that
after a lethal dose of radiation, namely 200-500 rads,
death often occurs following nausea, vomiting,
diarrhoea, alopecia (the Ieast of their problems!) and
pancy'topenia. In addition, at 200 rads exposure there
was a high incidence of leukaemia which occurred at 10
years1o. What is not so well known is that there was an
increase in carcinoma at 30 years. At 25 rads exposure
there was increase in foetal miscarriage and
malformation (this is a more worrying statistic that is
not commonly known). In addition, at an even lower
dose of 12 rads, there was 100 times reduction in sperm
count and this makes a point that there is no safe dose.

The United States Regulatory Commission says that the
public is not allowed to be exposed to more than 0,17
rads per year. However we still do not know the correct
dosage because, for example, if 100 rads to 10 000
people gives 400 cases of carcinoma, will not 1% of this
dosage (namely 1 rad) to 100 times more people (ie 1
million, the population of Cape Town) also give the
sarne 400 excess deaths from carcinomall. Other
evidence linking radiation and leukaemia has been
Ieukaemia in ankylosing spondylitic patients treated
with radiotherapy''z and the link between radiation and
pancytopenia was reaffirmed with cases in Japanese
fishermen from the fallout after the Bikini Atoll
'explosionl3.

The China Syndrome refers to overheating of the core
leading to the melting of it and 2 tons of radioactive
material buried hundreds of feet underground These 2
tons should be contrasted to 2 lbs of radioactive
material which were released at Hiroshima, Nagasaki.

and cerbainly not the insurance companies who do not
cover you in the event of an accidenL

You will hear the following pros about nuclear power
being expressed by Escom:-

O Nuclear power is cheap! Escom was quoted as
saying "it will be too cheap to metef'. However, we
have found out that it will be more expensive than coal
- eg Transvaal coal cosLs are 1,9 cents per kilowatt
hour whereas Koeberg will cost 5,6c per kilowatt hour1.
This. of course. does not cover the cost of insurance
and the cost of waste product disposal and reprocessing
which will cost over 1 000 000'z. Unfortunately, this
announcement of the expense was made after Koeberg
had been builti

O Uranium is the fuel of the future: so much of
the future that no plants have been commissioned in
the United States since 1978 and that the radio-active
waste material will be a Iegacy for our fufrire
generations. In addition, the world energy reserve in
uranium is very small and if a large share of the world's
electricity were generated by reactors like Koeberg the
world uranium reserves would run out in about 30
yea_rs.

O The nuclear industry has a good record - this
of course, does not take into account the Three Mile
Island disaster nor the Windscale reactor in England
where there has been an increase in incidence of
leukaemia and death among children in towns around
the Windscale (Sellarsfield) plant3 (as well as accidents
in the past namely a fire some yearc ago with release of
radioactive iodine). You will hear from Escom that the
chance of an accident occurring at Koeberg is 1 in a
million - figures taken from the Rasmussen reporta
which is a study into the safety of nuclear reactors. This
report has now been declared, by the body which first
published it - namely the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, as incomplete, and underestimates the risk
oI nuclear power. In facl after reassessing the Three Mile
Island disaster, they said that the chance of an accident
occurring there, was, in fact, inevitable t because of the
possibility of human error. In the United States, in one
year, there were 850 abnormal occunences, at a typical
nuclear power station, which were the result of human
eror. A report in 1969 from another US Nuclear station
said "a few kilograms of plutonium is unaccounted
for"''6. Later on I will discuss the dangers of this facL

I would like, just briefly, to discuss the history of
radiation. Madame Curie, having worked with radium,
developed leukaemia, as did her daughter?. They
certainly leamt the hard way of the dangers of radiation
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The maia danger that I would like to point out is that of
waste prcduct* There are many waste products that
are the final end-product of the nuclear cycle, eg iodine
125. This is the only one for which there is an antidote,
namely the potassium iodate tablets that are available
from the Clinics. These have a short shelf life and have
some side effects eg ras[ and it is questionable whether
they should be given to a pregnant female. The
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potassium iodate gives 90% protection if you take it
within about 2-4 hours after exposure. However, all the
other radioactive waste products do not have an
antidote, eg strontium which causes malignancy of bone,
as does caesium. The danger of caesium is that its half-
Iife is 2 million years, namely, it takes 2 million years for
it to have gone just to half its original strength. It is
commonly accepted that you need 25 half-lives for a

of all aspects of evacuation is unacceptable and would
be unacceptable overseas because of the fact that
Escom has vested interests in the plant and is not
qualified in the health aspects as, for instance, the state
health officials would be.

What about evacuation? Escom will pay for any
evacuation (which is obviously not a very strong
motivating factor for them!). They have tested a plan for
evacuation, but, unforbunately, no people were involved.
A minor detail! Evacuatiorl of course, will only mean
people within td hilnm.eters of the plant (the poor
Atlantic suburbs house dwellers!). Those people will be
transported to the Goodwood Showgrounds by a bus (I
wonder who the driver is going to be!) and small
children in the area will also be transporbed to the
Goodwood Showgrounds - just imagine the scene!
Those who live a bit futher from the area are advised
to shut all their windows and go into their home and
shy'', and if possible, breathe through several layers of
clothlG to minimise the amount of radiation - if one
doesn t succumb l'rom mdiation one would succumb l'rom
hypoxia in the summer time.

Wwt do we as doctora haue to offefl
l. Training: We have no training in this so there is
nothing to discuss.

2. Faciliti,es: For approximately 2/z million Capetonians
going to be living here by the year 2 000 (with a quarter
million people living around the Koeberg site) there are
approximately 4-6 beds at Tygerberg HospitaMn the
parliamentary season I wonder how the six will be
chosen!

3. Whnt d,o we tell our patbnts:
a) We can reassure them - however, if they know the
full facts, this will be hard to achieve.
b) We could prescribe an arxiolytic for the patient -
and the doctorl

One doctor said flippantly that if anythinC happened he
would run for it because:

1. There is no prophylaxis for radiation.

2. There is no antidote or treatment

3. There are no facilities even if there were an antidote.

He may be right but I think a boat would be quicker
than running!

On a more serious note. What can we do? Welt the City
Council does put out a pamphlet explaining some of the
dangers of radiation and this is freely available at
Clinics as are the potassium iodate tablets and every
household should have a supply of these (not forgetting
the shelf life of less than 2 vears). One should conserve

product to be reasonably safe - namely 5O millinn
years. A very long time when one is only buyrng nuclear
power for 29 years The most frightening of all the
waste products is Plutonium 239 which has a half-life of
25 000 years. Before one gets too optimistic about this
short half-life in relation to caesium, one must be
reminded that one millionth of a grum leads to death
if inhaled and 4kgs is needed to produce an atomic
bomb. However, the Koeberg reactor will produce 4O0
kg. per year ie a real "timebomb" for future
generations.

Now for the more practical aspects of radiation that
concern us as doctors. Actual monitoring of radiation
will be done by the City Council and Escom using
dosimeters. A point that worries one about this is that
at Three Mile Island the dosimeter showed no radiation
and that the high level of radiation was too high to be
measured on the dosimeter"n. The problem, of course,
with radioactivity is that one cannot see, smell, taste or
feel it Another problem is the lack of public knowledge,
and Mr Douglas (who is in charge of Civil Defence) has
commented on the lack of public knowledge about
radiation dangers.

However, it is very difficult to inform the public as
Nuclear Energy Act No 2 of 1982 Clause 6 says
specificall5r "No person shall, without consent of the
Corporation in writing, communicate or transmit or
make known to any one, or use or publish any
information with regard to any investigation, or
discovery related to the processing, re-processing or use
of any material in the nuclear field". It doesn't leave us
much scope for manoeuwe to inform the public.

Another problem is the vested interest of Escom who
monitors itself. The Medical Officer of Healttr, Dr
Coogan, has said that the fact that Escom is in charge
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No rurc\,e&r pkrnts haue been
earn nissinned in tlrc USA
singe 1978.
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electricity - it is estimated that at least a third of our
enerry means could be supplied just by conservation of
electricity. We should encourage the authorities to
spend more money on searching for alternative sources
of energy as we are a very sunny country with an
abundant supply of solar energy as well as abundant
coal supplies. A nuclear reactor, anyway, usually has a
life of approximately 29 years.

In conclusion, I have not presented a very optimistic
and practical approach to this problem. In an effort to
be more constructive, I once asked an Escom official
about Three Mile Island as I was worried whether this
could occur here. He, in an effort to put my mind at
resf said that this could not occur here because "Three
Mile Island was a human enof'. As we don't seem to
smploy humans here, that may be the one bright non-
radioactive light in an otherwise dim horizon!
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